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Totems

Module Plus Indoor

The TOTEM Pylon range makes it possible to make different end
products i.e. single or double sided, horizontal/vertical entrance
boards, information boards or signposts and all of them with flat
or curved plates. It makes it easy to remove and change advertising
boards. The use of rubber seats makes the TOTEM Pylon easy
to service. It also offers the possibility of producing smaller
(illuminated) advertising columns for indoor and outdoor use.

Module Plus Indoor is a versatile aluminium modular sign
system which is supplied with PVC end caps as a component
or as finished signs. It is mostly used for directions, both
single and double sided projecting and suspended signs.

LED Thinlight

Module Plus Outdoor

Ultra thin illuminated and elegant single sided LED display featured
with a long lifetime (over 50,000 hrs) and low on power consumption.
It hardly produces any heat emissions and operates on low voltage (DC
12V). Their elegant snap frame mechanism is only 19 mm deep with
silver anodized profiles, perfectly mitred with elegant round corners.

Module Plus Outdoor is the complete external directional sign
system. Besides being both modular and interchangeable, Module
Plus is extremely robust and has been tested throughout the world;
it is resistant against Siberian winters and tropical summers.
Accessories include a range of post caps, post feet and luminaries.

Available in A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, 50 x 70 cm, 70 x 100 cm

Panel profiles are available in 46, 60, 100, 150, 250 mm with
a depth of 8 mm.

Curvo Plus

Strato

Each sign in this range can be wall mounted, suspended or projected.
Accessories include an adonized aluminium frame, a transparent
protection sheet together with 4 inox finished screws holding your
print or message always in the right place. From a tiny door sign to an
eye-catching direction sign, curvo plus signs give everyone the ability to
change the text cheaply and quickly thus guaranteeing up-to-date signage.

A complete way finding solution with gently curved aluminium
profiles, elegant straight edges and a consistent high quality finish.
Possible setups are suspended, wall mounted, projected or flag
mounted signs, directories and table stands. Suitable for Indoor
Routing, Doorplates, Wall Signs, Directories, Evacuation Plans,
Pictograms, Table Stand Alones, Counter Top, Point of Sale.

The Curvo Plus profiles come in different but fixed sizes in
heights 104, 134, 164, 224 and 312mm with a variety of widths.

The Strato profiles come in different but fixed sizes in heights
56, 78, 109, 150, 212 and 300mm with a variety of widths.

Rainbow Plus

Soled

These signs can be wall mounted, suspended, projected or used as table
stands as identity signs, onsite signs, door & wall signs and for point
of sales. The information can be installed landscape or portrait on
walls, as flags or suspended solutions offering rapidity in changing
the sign’s graphics with paper printed from your own desktop.

LEDs are superior to conventional light sources in many respects and are extremely
versatile. Their low power consumption, durability and maintenance free
operation make them particularly economical. LEDs are therefore ideal as a
simple and efficient light source for new signage concepts which were unthinkable
not long ago. Used for Illuminated Signs, Architectural Lighting, Illuminated
Advertising, Corporate Identity, Indoor Routing, Escape Route Marking,
Pictograms. Soled consists of a set of rounded, curved and squared aluminium
profiles which are easy to combine in one design. Possible setups are suspended,
wall mounted, projected or flag mounted signs, directories and table stands.

The Rainbow Plus profiles come in different but fixed sizes in
heights 68, 92, 128, 179 and 238mm with a variety of widths.

A range of slat panel profiles & sizes are available based on
31 mm modules (31, 62, 93, 125, 156, 187, 250, 300 mm).

